Flexible, versatile, compatible, and economical, Flute boasts the latest LED technology and a 24-year life span. To use it for a whole year costs less than a cup of coffee, and it leaves a minuscule carbon footprint. Weighing just two pounds, Flute also leaves a small footprint on your desk. And it’s homegrown, made in the USA.

**Designer**
Tom Newhouse

**Benefits**
- Flexible, versatile, compatible, and economical
- Consumes less energy because it uses the latest in LED technology

**Warranty**
5-year

[hermanmiller.com/flute-personal-light](http://hermanmiller.com/flute-personal-light)
Flute™ Personal Light
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Key Features

1. **Maximum Lumens**
   Flute provides 226 lumens of medium-warm light, which is a lot of light for such a lean design. The freestanding lamp has a head that swivels 230 degrees from left to right, so you can easily focus the light where you need it. And a 360-degree rotating clamp mount option provides the maximum flexibility in light placement.

2. **User-Friendly**
   Flute's freestanding model weighs just two pounds, and the clamp-mount option weighs even less. Touch to turn on or off. And with its integrated heat control, Flute stays cool to the touch—so if you want to pick it up and move it, you won't get burned. It's available in three colors: metallic silver, graphite, and white.

Statement of Line

Materials

Click here to view the complete textile and materials offering for Flute.
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View 3D models.